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Abstract

This article investigates Japanese imperialism in northeast China through its road construc-
tion infrastructure projects within its railway auxiliary zone (1906–1932) and Manchuria
at large (1932–1945). The materiality of roads unveils a history of how Japanese engineers
adapted to local practices and absorbed local knowledge in building physical infrastructure
and developing their technical expertise. These engineers engaged with local practices rooted
in pre-existing social and natural environments to facilitate road construction. At the same
time, in Manchuria their technical expertise in construction was built on the absorption and
subsequent erasure of local workers’ vernacular craft. Rather than the physical realization
of an imperialist, top-down vision of modernization, imperial infrastructure projects were in
fact hybrid productions of technical expertise, and local vernacular knowledge and skills. By
constructing roads, engineers helped to expand Japan’s political and economic influence in
northeast China, assert domination over Chinese residential areas and business interests, and
coerce Chinese subjects into complying with policies and rules issued by Japanese adminis-
trations. The materials of roads—gravel, granite flagstone, and concrete—illustrate a complex
relationship between Japanese imperial agents and local environments.
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Introduction

During their sojourn in Manchuria, the poet-couple Yosano Akiko 与謝野晶子
(1878–1942) and Yosano Tekkan 与謝野鉄幹 (1873–1935) noticed how different its
roads were from Japan’s. One late spring night, following a dull and lacklustre gath-
ering with local tanka fans, they rented a horse cart and aimlessly traversed the city
of Dalian to seek better entertainment. Enveloped in the brisk wind of early May, they
both felt relaxed and joyful; listening to the sound of horse hoofs on the stone paving,
they would later describe this atmosphere as typically Chinese.1

1Yosano and Yosano, ManM ̄o y ̄uki, ‘Ky ̄o ha gogo sanji kara’.
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For the Yosanos, the clopping of hoofs on stone paving was a fresh aural element
that had almost vanished from the soundscape of Japan’s home islands by the 1920s.
From the 1880s, the use of horses as transportation gradually faded from the streets of
Japanese cities.2 As the twentieth century progressed, urban traffic increasingly com-
prised trolleys, railroads, and automobiles, which were powered by steam, electricity,
and oil. Roads paved with crushed stones in the style known as macadam gave way to
asphalt paving in the late Meiji era.3 To the couple’s ears, the crisp rhythm of hoofs
on flagstones thus sounded foreign, special, and romantic: a distinctive feature of the
Asian continent.4

Despite the Yosanos’ assumption that stone paving was particular to continental
Asia, the macadam paving they travelled on in Dalian had in fact been designed and
implemented by Japanese engineers after the establishment of Mantetsu (the South
Manchuria Railway Company; JP: Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o gaisha) in 1906. The sound-
scape of hoofs striking stone paving documented a history of constant coordination
and negotiation between Japanese engineers and Manchuria’s environment. This
environment was social as well as natural: focusing on the construction of roads
sheds light on little-explored negotiations between Japanese imperial engineers and
local communities, showing how imperialism works with and within environments
and how it expands its influence through infrastructure projects. Anthropologists of
infrastructure have argued that ‘infrastructure is a terrain of power and contesta-
tions’, a techno-political sphere jockeyed over by power brokers that is also a site for
negotiations between state actors and unevenly governed populations.5

Representative of ‘mundane material structures’,6 roads are part of everyday infras-
tructure whose functionality relies on both the producers—civil engineers and state
planners—and on the users of various transportation methods. This distinguishes
roads, together with other mundane infrastructure, from large technical projects such
as dams and railways. Such projects are usually overseen by state or corporate capi-
tal, which gives users far less control over the system.7 In the context of imperialism,
dynamic interactions between colonial regimes and indigenous societies manifested
in the usage of everyday structures. Such interactions provide a lens through which to
examine the social history of technology. Instead of seeing technology as the fruit of
innovation, mundane infrastructure such as roads shifts our focus to the negotiations
between engineers and users.8

When considering the implementation of infrastructure projects, focusing on the
materiality of paving deepens our understanding of the formation of technical exper-
tise and the influence of users. Current scholarship, particularly contemporary studies
of Japan’s empire, on Japanese infrastructure projects does not fully address the ques-
tion of materiality.9 Few studies consider how the supply of local labourers, a colony’s

2Okada, ‘K ̄otsūh ̄o kisei no hensen: Meiji jidaiki igo no k ̄otsū h ̄oki’.
3The Japan Asphalt Association, ‘Asufaruto riy ̄o no rekishi (nenpy ̄o)’.
4Both Yosanos visited Manchuria from May to June in 1928 with the financial support and at the

invitation of the South Manchuria Railway Company.
5Anand, Gupta and Appel, ‘Temporality, Politics, and the Promise of Infrastructure’, pp. 20–21.
6Harvey, Roads, p. 3.
7Hirayama, Mantetsu keieishi.
8Edgerton, ‘From Innovation to Use’.
9Moore, Constructing East Asia; Matsusaka, The Making of Japanese Manchuria, 1904–1932.
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natural environment, or the users of mundane infrastructure influenced how imperial
engineers designed, imagined, and constructed physical infrastructure. It is true that
studying the role of colonized peoples in imperial projects requires particular care.
Yet shifting our perspective from colonial exploitation to how the colonized influ-
enced empire neither negates the historical responsibility of Japanese imperialism
nor diminishes how imperial domination, which destroyed lives and environments,
brought suffering to local societies.10

Neglecting the impact of local communities and environments on the contours
of imperial infrastructure projects produces one-sided historical depictions of impe-
rialism and imperial engineers. This results in dichotomies being drawn between
engineers’ expertise and vernacular knowledge, modernity, and tradition, as well as
almighty empires and resistant subjects. In this vein, much previous research depicts
imperial engineers as embodiments of metropole-trained knowledge, of modernity,
and of progressiveness, who held utterly different visions from indigenous residents
and workers.11 But more recent scholarship, with which this article is aligned, demon-
strates that the technical expertise of imperial engineers was a hybrid phenomenon
built on absorbing and coordinating other place-specific knowledges.12

The materiality of roads registers the influence of their users on Japanese engi-
neers’ blueprints. Users gave new meanings and significance to infrastructure projects
not found in the imaginaries of engineers.13 People’s travel on roads not only endowed
these artefacts with new social interpretations but also influenced their design. To
build roads in Manchuria, for example, Japanese engineers were compelled to employ
river gravel, along with granite and basalt flagstones, to enable horse cart’s traffic.

In particular, the presence of horse carts on Japanese-designed roads reflected
how Japanese engineers had to accommodate environmental conditions in Manchuria.
Long used for transportation in the region, the physical structures of horse carts
manifested the influence of the natural environment: their wheels were big in size
and narrow in width so they could travel on muddy dirt surfaces. Drivers of horse
cars also limited their long-distance travel to the winter months in order to take
advantage of frozen surfaces. In adapting their roads for horse cart usage, Mantetsu
engineers had thus familiarized themselves with how to build in the specific conditions
of Manchuria’s environment.14

The choice of certain materials created distinct dynamics between engineers and
the labourers they hired. The use of macadam, a standardized paving method in
Britain, allowed the state to implement more detailed supervision and to employ
unskilled workers for road construction.15 Conversely, the use of flagstones in the
railway zone in northeast China highlighted the importance of local stonemasons, as
carving flagstone pieces required more skill than sorting gravel. This led quarries in

10For example, Moore, Constructing East Asia; Yang, Technology of Empire; Henry, Assimilating Seoul.
11For example, Mrázek, Engineers of Happy Land; Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire.
12Harvey, Roads, pp. 12–13.
13For example, Hirsh, Airport Urbanism; Carroll, Between Heaven and Modernity; Nikhil Anand, ‘Pressure:

The PoliTechnics of Water Supply in Mumbai’.
14Many other scholars have also explored the influence of nature on infrastructure projects.

For example, Carse, ‘Nature as Infrastructure’, Harvey, Roads, p. 11; Pritchard, Confluence.
15Guldi, Roads to Power, p. 118.
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that area to retain experienced Chinese stonemasons, whose skills were needed for
Japanese engineers to succeed in paving thoroughfares.

Even in Manchukuo, a client state built on the military support of the Kwantung
Army, local knowledge played a major role in informing Japanese technical engineers
of where and how to build new roads, from choosing highway courses to drawing
up road plans for the new capital, Xinjing or Shinky ̄o (currently Changchun).16 Yet
the active incorporation of local communities’ vernacular knowledge accompanied a
growing push to overhaul the transportation system as a whole to better serve the
interests of Japanese businesses and the military. Previously, Japanese technocrats
worked both by the bottom-up absorption of local practices and the top-down installa-
tion of imperial design. But over time, Japanese engineers in Manchukuo began to pave
highways with concrete for the use of automobiles, which prohibited the use of horse
carts. Even today, this hybrid landscape of roads—ones built to accommodate local
practices and others that reflect imperial designs—still marks the built environment
in this region.

Despite a voluminous body of research on railroads in Manchuria,17 studies on roads
are scant. Yet without connective roads, Manchuria’s railway system could not have
functioned. Roads in the railway zone, an urban corridor along Mantetsu’s railways,18

increasingly linked Japanese-administered regions to Chinese inner cities and villages,
redirected and facilitated flows of commodities and people from pre-existing water-
courses to the steel tracks of railroads, and consolidated Japan’s economic domination
over the entire region. And, in contrast to railroads, which usually run outside of
older urban areas, road construction often results in revolutionizing the socio-political
dynamics of urban landscapes and lifestyles.19 As capillaries that connected Japanese
railroads with Chinese-administrated regions in Manchuria from 1906 to 1932, the
roads in Mantetsu’s railway zone extended Japan’s reach far beyond the physical
borders of its administrative territory (Figure 1).20

In the railway zone, which bordered other Chinese-administrated areas, Mantetsu
used road construction to cement a certain type of relationship between itself and
Chinese locals such as merchants, horse cart drivers, and residents of neighbouring

16This area is currently referred to as Changchun. In some sources, authors also used the term
‘Hsingking’.

17Matsusaka, The Making of Japanese Manchuria, 1904–1932; Elleman and Kotkin, Manchurian Railways and

the Opening of China; McDonald, ‘Asymmetrical Integration’; Lim, Higashi Ajia no naka no Mantetsu.
18Su, Mantie shi, pp. 378–79; Kant ̄okyoku, Kant ̄okyoku shisei 30 nen shi, pp. 1047–64.
19Carroll, Between Heaven and Modernity, Chapter 1.
20Despite the fact that Mantetsu allowed Chinese merchants who conducted business within these

zones to establish their commercial organization, the latter rarely had chances to directly influence the
decision-making process in Mantetsu. Meanwhile, unlike civilian residents of Dalian, residents of the rail-
way zone, both Chinese and Japanese, were not allowed to organize self-governing municipalities during
Mantetsu’s 32-year administration over these sites (1906–37). The closest form of self-governance that
zones’ residents enjoyed was to form an advisory panel (Mantetsu chih ̄o iinkai) from 1921 that could
make policy suggestions to Mantetsu officials. The majority of the elected members on such panels
were Japanese. The domination of Mantetsu over infrastructure projects in the railway zone meant that
few Chinese or Japanese residents directly engaged in drafting infrastructure plans. See Ōno, ‘Mantetsu
fuzokuchi kash ̄o sh ̄omukai no kenkyū’. For self-governance in Dalian, see O’Dwyer, Significant Soil. For
advisory panels in railway zones and elected members, see Takahashi, Mantetsu chih ̄o gy ̄oseishi.
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Figure 1. Major railway auxiliary zone. Source:The map is based on Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki kaisha, Harvard
Yenching Manchuguo collection, 21262293.

regions.21 Mantetsu aimed to expand its presence in the economic and social life in
the area outside its administration, and it succeeded to some extent in the districts on
its borders, where it managed to normalize the use of flagstone paving and restrictive
policies on horse carts.22

To unveil the complex relationships compressed into the materiality of roads,
linking Japanese engineers with workers, communities, and natural environments
in Manchuria, I adopt a bilingual, multi-archival, and multidisciplinary approach to
cross-examine a combination of technical reports by Japanese engineers, Mantetsu
research reports, governmental reports by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Chinese
newspaper journalism. This methodology has unavoidable limitations: newspapers in
Chinese written by Chinese reporters relied on Japanese colonial institutions for finan-
cial support, which subjected them to the latter’s political influence. The domestic
political situation in mainland China today also limits researchers’ access to archival
materials, allowing only a partial presentation of Chinese voices in this article.23 Even
so, my approach of reading materiality as an archive and cross-examining multiple
archival materials shed light on the interactions that have often been glossed over in
official records.

21Harvey, Roads, p. 181.
22For discussion of ‘technological momentum’, see Hughes, ‘Technological Momentum’.
23This article includes documents that Chinese officials in regional archives in northeast China allowed

me to see and copy by hand. However, these documents comprise only a fraction of the remarkable
collections stored there and only reflect a fragment of the region’s rich past.
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The analysis below starts by discussing Japanese civil engineers’ grand vision for
roads, after which it turns to investigate how Mantetsu engineers started paving
with flagstones, and how the choice of this material reflected their interactions with
Manchuria’s social and natural environment. Paving with flagstones also affected the
power dynamics between engineers and skilled workers, since the former relied on
the latter to access flagstones. Subsequently, I discuss the influence of paving with
flagstones in the railway zone on other Chinese-administered regions. The last section
discusses how changing the materials for paving in the Manchukuo era also reflected
a change in relations between Japanese technocrats and local communities.

Visions of progress (1906–1925)

Roads were among the very first infrastructural artefacts that Mantetsu built in the
railway zone. Japanese officials and company engineers considered roads to be sym-
bols of civilization, modernity, and progress. Their debates over the size, width, and
functionality of roads reflected a diverse array of visions for the future of Japan’s
empire-building in Manchuria.24

Kat ̄o Yonokichi加藤与之吉 (1867–1935), the first civil engineer hired by Mantetsu,
drafted a blueprint for roads in the railway zone in 1907 (Figure 2). For Kat ̄o, roads were
vessels to facilitate the transportation of goods and people from former commercial
centres, namely neighbouring Chinese cities and river ports, to the railway stations
and ports under Mantetsu’s administration. This redirection of traffic would not only
bring Mantetsu commercial opportunities and economic benefits but also enhance
Japan’s political leverage in Manchuria. That building in the railway zone would lead to
the wholesale colonization of Manchuria ‘was more obvious than looking at the sun’,
Kat ̄o wrote.25

Without connecting routes such as roads and light rail, not even Mantetsu’s exten-
sive system of railroads could compete effectively with pre-existing transportation
systems. Seki Tokiz ̄o関時蔵 (n.d.), a Mantetsu officer in Tieling, observed that only
one-third of the approximately 10,000,000 soybeans shipped out of Tieling was trans-
ported by railroad, with the remaining two-thirds shipped via the Liao River. For
many Chinese merchants, shipping via watercourses was cheaper and took a more
familiar route compared to automobiles and railways. Only after Mantetsu purchased
the light rail that connected the Chinese hinterlands to the company’s Tieling sta-
tion and reduced their fare for soybean transportation were more Chinese merchants
incentivized to use railroad shipping.26

Kat ̄o took pride in his contributions to road construction. ‘I was a trailblazer in
the railway zone,’ he wrote. ‘From surveying to urban planning, I did it all. We car-
ried out construction and now splendid streets have appeared everywhere.’27 To Kat ̄o,
transforming the earth from deserted wilderness (k ̄obaku taru genya)28 to paved surface

24For further discussion on how technical projects reflect social imaginaries, see Sheila Jasanoff and
Sang-Hyun Kim, ‘Containing the Atom’.

25Kat ̄o, ‘Kaiko 13 nen’, in Rokurei ik ̄o, p. 262.
26Seki Tokiz ̄o, ZaiMan 40 nen.
27Kat ̄o, ‘Kaisha s ̄oritsu t ̄oji no kaiko’, in Rokurei ik ̄o, p. 242.
28Ibid., p. 241.
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Figure 2. KatōYonosuke (1867–1935). Source: KatōYonokichi, Rokurei ik ̄o. Edited by KatōTadao. Saitama: Saitamaken
Irumagun Komagawamura, 1938.

was a mark of his success as a civil engineer and the progress of Japanese imperial
rule. In his view, paved roads were material advocates for Japan’s imperial domi-
nation. As the Japanese Settler Association of Andong argued, paving embodied ‘an
idea of progressiveness’. The Association believed that constructing roads in Japanese
residential areas would encourage Chinese and Korean communities to ‘learn from
the Japanese’ and discard their older, ‘uncivilized habits’ such as travelling on dirt
roads.29

Another proponent of paved roads was Got ̄o Shinpei 後藤新平 (1857–1929), the
first chairman of Mantetsu. Kat ̄o and Got ̄o’s debates around 1907 over the ideal form
of road reflected their respective visions of a civilized future in Manchuria. Kat ̄o saw

29And ̄o shisei kankei zassan, 1, pp. 135–36.
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Manchuria as a peripheral colony in an empire whose hierarchy centred on Tokyo. In
contrast, Got ̄o imagined Manchuria as a continental centre within the empire. How
they placed Manchuria and how they foresaw the future of Japan’s empire led them to
conceive of different ways forward.

Kat ̄o took Tokyo as his principal model in drafting plans for roads in Manchuria. As
the widest road in the Japanese metropole was about 27 metres, Kat ̄o considered that
a 27-metre width would be a more than adequate standard for roads in the colony,
and his survey of Russian-built roads in Dalian only confirmed his calculations. He fur-
ther anticipated that Dalian, which housed Mantetsu’s headquarters and was the most
developed city in southern Manchuria, would remain the most prosperous place along
the Mantetsu railroad. Thus, he concluded, ‘There was no need to equate the railway
zone with Tokyo.’30

In contrast, Got ̄o considered Manchuria as a potential continental base for Japanese
nationals.31 He believed that this would allow Japanese settlers to put down roots, min-
gle with other ethnic groups,32 and spread their people and culture across the whole
continent. Mantetsu, in this scenario, would be the new axis in constructing Manchuria
as such a base on the Asian continent within Japan’s empire. For Got ̄o, railroads and
roads in the railway zone were tools to realize this vision of transforming Manchuria
into a continental centre.33 Instead of copying Tokyo’s urban plans, he urged Kat ̄o to
design wider roads for Manchurian streets, similar to those found in European capitals
such as Paris and Berlin. Only these bigger roads, he insisted, reached civilized stan-
dards.34 Got ̄o’s focus on building a continental centre also made him more tolerant of
Chinese culture and practices. Instead of limiting horse cart traffic to certain areas,
as specified in Kat ̄o’s plan, Got ̄o advocated learning from road regulations in Beijing,
where the roads were wide enough to accommodate all traffic, including giant horse
carts.35

The disagreements between Kat ̄o and Got ̄o reveal the divergent civilizing imag-
inaries they projected onto Manchuria, with each man proclaiming his own vision
of a desirable future for Japan’s newly obtained colonial space. Kat ̄o saw Japan’s
empire in northeast Asia as a monocentral enterprise whose metropole was the
zenith of civilization. Against this view, Got ̄o viewed Japan’s empire as comprising
multiple centres and cherished European models as standard-setters for continen-
tal civilization, a vision shared by many Japanese settlers and Mantetsu officials who
sought to create a distinct culture in Manchuria.36 Even so, these differing visions
of civilization only confirmed Kat ̄o and Got ̄o’s shared perception that infrastruc-
ture projects had political and ideological functions. For all their differences, they
both saw paved roads as physically imprinting Japanese influence onto Manchuria’s
landscape.

30Kat ̄o, ‘Kaisha s ̄oritsu t ̄oji no kaiko’, in Rokurei ik ̄o, pp. 278–79.
31Got ̄o, Got ̄o Shinpei monjo, 38:16.
32Got ̄o, Nihon shokumin seisaku ippan, p. 119; Got ̄o, Got ̄o Shinpei monjo, 38:16.
33McDonald, ‘Asymmetrical Integration’.
34Kat ̄o, ‘Kaiko 13 nen’, in Rokurei ik ̄o, p. 277.
35Ibid., p. 277.
36Young, Japan’s Total Empire, for instance, Chapter 6.
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Realities of negotiations (1906–1931)

In Kat ̄o and Got ̄o’s debates over the width of roads in the railway zone, neither of them
was especially concerned with what paving material should be used for said roads.
Yet choosing the appropriate material and paving methods became the most urgent
task that confronted Kat ̄o and his Mantetsu colleagues. Unlike pristine blueprints
with neat lines and numbers, paving was a laborious process of negotiation, failure,
and adaptation. Mantetsu engineers, as represented by Kat ̄o, had to accommodate
Manchuria’s social and natural environment by locating a material that would survive
drastic temperature changes and bear the weight of horse cart traffic.

Paved roads were relatively new to the landscape of northeast China. For a long
time, roads were made of dirt, and transportation tools such as horse carts were
adapted for smooth travel on such roads. Over the decades, horse carts in Manchuria
had adopted narrower and bigger wheels to facilitate travelling in all seasons. Chinese
drivers and merchants relied primarily on two types of carts—‘big carts’ (CH: dache;
JP: daisha) and ‘mixed carts’ (CH: huaguluche; JP: heisha)37—to transfer agricultural
products from the hinterland to river ports, and to ship commodities in the opposite
direction.38 To produce one big cart usually took 15 carpenters and six blacksmiths,
who used about 500 pieces of wood and various metal parts to make its wheels and
body. Horse cart wheels in Manchuria were made of solid wood, and wood parts from
the Yalu River region were preferred for their high quality. A big cart’s wheel included
two parallel spokes and a horizontal spoke that connected these sections in a struc-
ture reminiscent of the ‘ki’ character in Japanese katakana (キ). In contrast, a mixed
cart’s wheel resembled contemporary wheels in its composition of a hub and radiat-
ing spokes. Big carts were driven by three to 12 horses, while mixed carts used fewer
horses; both types had cart bodies of a similar size (Figure 3).39

These horse cart wheels showed traces of their adaptation to Manchuria’s natu-
ral environment. The wheel width in big carts ranged from 11.9 to 16.5 centimetres
with a diameter of between 96 to 102 centimetres.40 Mixed carts, widely used in urban
areas in Manchuria, were essentially big carts with smaller wheels, whose width could
be as narrow as 9.9 centimetres.41 Mantetsu researchers at the Temporary Economic
Research Bureau (TERB, JP: Rinji keizai ch ̄osakai) described the narrow wheel as ‘a result
born out of nature itself ’.42 In the summer monsoon seasons, these horse carts trav-
elled well on muddy dirt roads, as wheels with a narrower width caught less dirt
and facilitated their operation (Figure 4). The TERB also found that horse cart wheels
with bigger diameters caused less friction and hence required less tractive power. On
Manchuria’s uneven and unpaved dirt roads, ‘it was wise to opt for bigger wheels’.43

Horse carts thus suited the natural environment in Manchuria and became a major
tool that connected agricultural production sites, especially for soybeans, with export

37Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha rinji keizai ch ̄osa iinkai (TERB), ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha,
Picture 7.

38Fukao and Yasutomi, ‘Mansh ̄u’no seiritsu.
39TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, pp. 14–18.
40Ibid., p. 15.
41Ibid., p. 18.
42Ibid., p. 74.
43Ibid., p. 75.
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Figure 3. Wheel shapes. The left illustration shows the wheel of big carts and the right, that of mixed carts.
Source:TERB,ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha. Dairen: Minami Mansh ̄u tetsudō kabushiki gaisha, 1928.

Figure 4. Inaka machi no zattō. ‘The crowd in rural villages’, a typical example of Japanese impressions of Chinese
streets. Note the unpaved roads and narrowness of the streets. Source: Mansh ̄ukoku: Minsh ̄u f ̄uzoku, n.d. https://iccs.
aichi-u.ac.jp/database/postcard/manzhou/category-45/entry-2465/, [accessed 10 October 2022].

routes via railroads or waterways. Compared to shipping via railroads, in Mantetsu’s
early days, using horse carts proved cheaper and sometimes even faster (Figure 5).
According to a 1907 report by Shibata Y ̄ojir ̄o柴田要治郎 (n.d.), the Japanese consul in
Changchun, horse carts travelled smoothly on frozen dirt surfaces in the winter and
took just 14 days to ship seven tonnes of products from Changchun to a neighbouring
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Figure 5. Five-horse big wheel cart. Source: TERB,ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha. Dairen:Minami Mansh ̄u tetsudō kabushiki
gaisha, 1928.

town for a total amount of 105 yen. In comparison, travelling the same distance with
railroads would cost over 150 yen and take more than 20 days.44

To replace dirt roads with paved ones, Mantetsu engineers had to find an appro-
priate means of laying their vision for a hard and durable surface onto Manchuria’s
environment, in its natural and social dimensions, without incurring high mainte-
nance costs. Searching for a material that would best survive Manchuria’s seasonal
patterns, the engineers first tested wood blocks and red brick, both used as paving
materials in Japan’s home islands.45 But they discovered that both wood-paved roads
and brick-built gutters easily decayed and collapsed when they were exposed to the
local weather.46

Nature, in Manchuria, worked through water. Rainfall soaked the wood blocks in
the summer, making them swell. Water remained in the wood, accumulating between
the blocks and their concrete base; in the winter, it froze and knocked the blocks out
of place. Similarly, water in gutters expanded as it froze and displaced brick struc-
tures.47 The continued use of wood and red brick would increase the cost of building
and maintaining roads even as these same materials potentially undermined Japanese
rule. Swollen and decaying wood not only hindered roads from functioning properly,
but also marred the image of a perfect civilization that Mantestu, and by extension
the empire, aspired to project. Ultimately, wood and red brick made for flimsy roads
in Manchuria and made the ideals of imperial engineers crumble in the face of reality.

After these failures, Mantetsu engineers gradually settled on using stone and con-
crete to pave in Manchuria. As the Meiji government (1868–1912) prioritized railway

44Shibata, Ch ̄oshun ryojikan h ̄okokusho. Gaimush ̄o JACAR, 6-1-6-72.
45Hanazawa and Tamekuni, ‘Meiji ki ni okeru d ̄oro seibi ni kansuru ichi k ̄osatsu’.
46Kat ̄o, Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha doboku j ̄uroku nen shi, pp. 49–52.
47Ibid., pp. 49–52, 61.
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construction over road renovation, only a few roads in Japan’s home islands were
paved even in 1911, and these used all kinds of materials, including cement, wood,
and asphalt, in their builders’ efforts to figure out the best style of paving.48 Meiji-era
engineers in Tokyo preferred pebbles and macadam for the Ginza Bricktown, as
these were convenient to install and produced an adequately hard surface.49 Both
materials—pebbles and concrete—were tested in Manchuria, where Mantetsu engi-
neers eventually adopted macadam to pave many roads. The results proved capable of
surviving the drastic climate, encouraging Mantetsu engineers to repave most roads
and gutters in the railway zone with pebbles or concrete.50

Yet Mantetsu engineers found that macadam-paved roads in the railway zone were
far less durable than those in Tokyo. The intense traffic of horse carts on such sur-
faces easily wrecked the roads, as these vehicles were ruinous for macadam surfaces:
a three-horse big cart could carry as much as seven tonnes,51 and a one-horse mixed
cart could hold anywhere between 750 to 2,000 kilograms.52 Kat ̄o called these vehicles
‘organs of road destruction’ (d ̄oro hakai kikan) and considered them ‘extremely unciv-
ilized’. He likened the effect of horse carts on paved roads to mortars (yagen) that
pulverized paved surfaces in the way druggists ground herbs for medicine.53 Horse
carts hindered traffic and left deep ruts when they travelled on paved surfaces, rais-
ing the costs of maintenance. In one case, their use decommissioned a road paved by
the Chinese warlord, Wu Junsheng吴俊升 (1863–1928), within a year of construction.
TERB researchers even described the multiple varieties of damage that carts caused as
‘state-ruining’ (b ̄okokuteki).54

Travelling on horse carts in urban areas was also described as an exhausting expe-
rience, for horse carts destroyed lightly paved and ground stone paved roads into a
storm of white sand. In areas with rudimentary paving, Yosano Akiko noted how deeply
horse carts dented these surfaces.55 And when the novelist Natsume S ̄oseki夏目漱石
(1867–1916) visited Manchuria in 1909, he likened riding in a horse-driven passenger
wagon to ‘dancing on top of the cart’, which strained the nerves of every passenger.56

The combination of rough roads and jerky carriages erased any illusions of horse cart
travel as a comfortable and romantic experience.

In 1924, given the damage that horse carts caused to macadam streets and the ensu-
ing high cost of maintenance, Japanese officials enacted policies to limit the passage
of narrow-wheel horse carts in Dalian and Lüshun, the two cities in the Kwantung
Leasehold (Kant ̄o soshakuchi) where the Kwantung Government-General (Kant ̄osh ̄u)
operated as a colonial government. They did so to encourage the transformation of

48Hanazawa and Tamekuni, ‘Meiji ki ni okeru d ̄oro seibi ni kansuru ichi k ̄osatsu’; Takebe, D ̄oro no Nihon
shi, Chapter 5.

49Grunow, ‘Pebbles of Progress’.
50The shift to stone/concrete paving and gutters in different railway zones took place at different times:

Dashiqiao was in 1921, Fengtian, 1921, Tieling 1919, Kaiyuan 1919, Sipingjie 1918, and Benxihu 1918. Kat ̄o,
Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha doboku j ̄uroku nen shi, pp. 13–36.

51Ch ̄oshun ryojikan h ̄okokusho, p. 13.
52TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, Picture 7.
53Kat ̄o, ‘Kaiko 13 nen’, in Rokurei ik ̄o, p. 280.
54TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, p. 106.
55Yosano and Yosano, ManM ̄o y ̄uki, ‘Kinshū’.
56Natsume, ManSen tokorodokoro, Chapter 46.
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Chinese mixed carts into four-wheel ones with smaller diameters but wider thickness
(JP: shirinsha), similar to carts in Japan’s home islands. By 1928, only four-wheel carts
were allowed to operate within both cities.57 The wheel diameter of such carts was
limited to a maximum of 9.9 centimetres.58

Compared to cities in the Leasehold, the railway zone was more directly connected
to its neighbouring cities and the hinterland. As Mantetsu had no administrative rights
over horse carts registered in these Chinese cities, it could not force big carts to change
to four-wheel carts even if they travelled in its zone. Moreover, Mantetsu relied on
horse carts to connect its railway zone to the hinterland, a relationship that a TERB
researcher described as one of mutual dependence:

It goes without saying that railroads benefited enormously from horse carts, for
the latter was a key means of collecting and distributing goods. Although in the
beginning some treated horse carts as unimportant because they were auxil-
iary means to railroads, one wonders whether there is any other transportation
[method] that can match them. As a transportation tool, the horse cart is the
most economical and holds the greatest influence. If there was no horse cart,
but only vehicles like ox carts and packhorse carts, railroads would clearly lack
a remarkable record. Behold! The freight of railroads completely relies on horse
carts to collect and distribute [goods]. The transportation capacity of horse carts
is unlimited. There is no place in Manchuria and Mongolia they cannot reach.
Surely, we can [therefore] say that the key to exploiting the rich resources of
Manchuria and Mongolia single-handedly lies in horse carts… Although it is
possible that railroads would cause the unavoidable decline of horse carts as
transportation, the completion of the former would [actually] promote the lat-
ter’s development… The opening of railroads is meant to tap the rich resources
in unexploited areas… with the settlement of migrant farmers in Manchuria, the
number of horse carts will also increase.59

Imposing harsh regulations akin to those in Dalian and Lüshun in the railway zone
would have been likely to produce a decline in Chinese-registered horse carts, which
would in turn have decreased railroad traffic. Limited by its political jurisdiction and its
reliance on the economic function of horse carts, Mantetsu ended up implementing a
more lenient approach. From 1926, the company stipulated that two-wheel mixed carts
with a wheel width of over 12 centimetres and four-wheel carts with a wheel width of
over 10 centimetres could travel through its zone.60 However, such regulations were
not always carried out in reality. In Yingkou, for instance, some four-wheel carts with
a width of six centimetres travelled freely in that section of the railway zone.61

The inability to fully regulate and limit the traffic of horse carts led Mantetsu to seek
ways of paving roads that could both withstand horse carts and cost less to maintain.
Mantetsu engineers tested and adopted two new methods using Telford paving and

57TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, p. 145.
58Ibid., pp. 18, 146.
59Ibid., p. 3.
60Ibid., p. 152.
61Ibid., p. 18.
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flagstones to replace the simpler form of macadam paving. Kat ̄o and his colleagues
also implemented a special design for ‘horse cart exclusive roads’ (nibasha seny ̄o d ̄oro);
these limited big carts to the one street in each railway zone that connected soybean
warehouses with the railway station.

Where macadam paving used a single layer of gravel, the Telford method required
three layers and intensive compression by applying stone-made rollers after setting
each layer. Roads paved in this way could be as bulky as 33.33 centimetres compared to
macadam paving’s 23.1-centimetre thickness. The additional step of using a two-tonne
stone roller to finish paving also increased the weight capacity of these roads.62 Even
so, Mantetsu engineers soon noticed that this enhanced paving could not survive the
heavy use of horse carts in the railway zone due to the high volume of traffic there.63

In Fengtian, about 1,900 carts travelled daily through Mantetsu’s station during the
summer, and the number rose to 4,300 in the winter. In Changchun’s winter season,
around 8,000 carts travelled through its part of the zone per day.64

The accelerating destruction of Telford roads challenged Mantetsu engineers to
devise a more durable paving method for horse cart traffic in Manchuria. Their solu-
tion involved using a hybrid of flagstones, concrete, and gravel to pave roads for cart
use. Limitations in historical records make it hard to tell how Kat ̄o and his colleagues
arrived at this method. One source of inspiration may have been pedestrian roads in
Dalian, some of which the Russian administration there had paved with flagstones
prior to 1905.65 In Japan’s home islands, some pedestrian roads were also made of flag-
stones.66 Although flagstones were not used for traffic roads in either example, these
precedents are likely to have motivated Mantetsu engineers to consider flagstones as a
potential paving material. In 1917, they built their first experimental flagstone paving
in Dalian, which included three layers each of gravel, concrete, and mortar, topped with
a final layer of granite flagstones. They further used heavier rollers, which weighed
over ten tonnes, to level each layer, and added mortar to prevent the penetration of
rainwater into deeper layers between the seams of the granite flagstones.

This hybrid use of gravel and granite stone blocks proved to excel in resisting dam-
age from horse carts, remaining perfectly usable even after ten years of heavy traffic.67

This experiment boosted Mantetsu engineers’ confidence in this paving method and
gradually led them to repave all horse cart exclusive roads in the railway zone in the
same manner over the course of the 1920s, sometimes even omitting the layers of con-
crete.68 In regions with no accessible granite, they used flagstones made of other solid
materials for paving, such as basalt in Changchun.69

Flagstone paving in the Mantetsu railway zone emerged out of Japanese engi-
neers’ adaptation of their metropolitan-trained expertise to Manchuria’s natural
environment, and, more importantly, to local forms of transportation. Mantetsu’s

62Kat ̄o, Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha doboku j ̄uroku nen shi, pp. 20–21, 23–25, 30, 37, 44–45.
63Koshizawa, ‘Taiwan, Manshū, Chūgoku no toshi keikaku’, p. 198.
64TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, pp. 191, 278.
65Chin nī wā gunseisho oyobi heisen kanribu, Rochi jidai ni okeru rarunī setsuryaku, p. 17.
66Hanazawa and Tamekuni, ‘Meiji ki ni okeru d ̄oro seibi ni kansuru ichi k ̄osatsu’.
67Kat ̄o, Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha doboku j ̄uroku nen shi, pp. 45–47.
68Ibid., p. 36; TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, pp. 193, 188, 238, 248, 264, 272.
69Kat ̄o, Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha doboku j ̄uroku nen shi, p. 48.
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efforts to build a civilized empire through paving solid surfaces engendered multiple
endeavours to negotiate with and adapt to this location-specific practice of travel-
ling with horse carts. This birthed an amalgamated knowledge system that fused
metropolitan visions with a consideration of place-specific practices. Flagstone paving
documented how the users of roads, as well as the natural environment, played
important roles in shaping the corporeality of roads in Manchuria’s colonial space.

From stone to paving

The use of granite or basalt flagstones and river gravel of various kinds not only con-
nected Japanese engineers’ vision of paving to the producers of these materials, but it
also shaped relations between the engineers and the Chinese workers they employed,
whether manual or skilled. As the main institution in charge of road construction,
Mantetsu employed Chinese and Japanese workers on both permanent and tempo-
rary bases to pave and maintain roads in the railway zone. It hired from both groups
for operators of steam rollers, and employed Chinese as stokers and assistants. In
1921, the company hired 20 Japanese and 113 Chinese as assistant employees (koin)
and another 106,873 Chinese as temporary employees to oversee the maintenance of
roads in the railway zone.70 The function of a paved and hard road relied on both
the engineers’ designs and the skills of these lower-ranked employees and tempo-
rary labourers. Mantetsu’s choice of flagstones and gravel for paving further created a
wider network of relations between engineers and larger adjacent communities that
comprised manual labourers, producers, and skilled workers. As Susan Naquin points
out, researching history through the lens of materiality shows the central position that
previously marginalized historical actors such as artisans and craftsmen occupied in
the production of any regional culture.71

In Dalian, paving with gravel connected the city’s construction sites with the
shores of the Liaodong Peninsula. Instead of excavating and shipping gravel in-house,
Mantetsu and the Kwantung Government-General outsourced these tasks to Japanese
construction companies (ukioisha) that further hired Chinese boat-owners (senshu) to
acquire and transport gravel. These Chinese owners proceeded to employ Chinese
heads (sent ̄o) to manage the details of shipment and acquisition, who then hired
Chinese foremen to carry out the physical processes of extraction, which they did by
hiring manual labourers.72 In this way, the supply of gravel in the form of crushed
stones for road construction in Dalian came from manual labourers on the coast of the
peninsula, together with foremen, boat-heads, and Japanese construction companies.

Similarly, gravel used by other parts of the railway zone came from quarries
worked by manual labourers. Crushed stone did not require much effort to shape,
and quarries would occasionally outsource the entire process of gravel excavation to
local workers. In the Quantou Quarry near Changchun, the Japanese owner Onitake
Ritsuz ̄o鬼武律蔵 (n.d.) hired Chinese foremen to oversee excavating and transporting.
Onitake paid his foremen for each task and put them in charge of all work-related
expenses (for example, transportation and fuel costs). These foremen were responsible

70Ibid., pp. 53, 74–75.
71Naquin, ‘The Material Manifestations of Regional Culture’.
72Kant ̄och ̄o rinji tochi ch ̄osabu, Kant ̄osh ̄u jij ̄o, Vol. 3, pp. 1223–26.
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for hiring, managing, and paying the manual labourers under their supervision.73

Onitake may also have hired other foremen to oversee the shipping of excavated gravel
to construction sites.

Aside from relying on the physical strength and the intricate social networks
woven by labourers, foremen, and their associates, Mantetsu also depended on the
skills of Chinese stonemasons to produce flagstones. Unlike gravel, granite and basalt
needed trimming and cutting before being used in paving. The Chinese Eastern Railway
Company, which had used stone in Manchuria since 1896, had attracted skilled Chinese
workers to the region, where they settled.74 After the Russo-Japanese War, some
Russian-managed quarries passed into Japanese army hands before being handed
over to the management of Japanese companies.75 This earlier history of Chinese and
Russian companies’ use of stone thus allowed Mantetsu to access skilled labour along
with raw materials.

Making granite into flagstones was a labour-intensive and delicate process.
Japanese quarry owners tasked stonemasons with the three crucial steps of excavat-
ing (yamawari), crude refining (aragiri), and polishing (shiage). Depending on the type
of stones required, quarries also hired specialized masons to make more sophisticated
refinements: cutting the stone into smaller sizes (irihogagiri), creating a pattern with
slight dents (kotadaki) on the surface of the cut stone (kiriishi), or trimming one side
into a narrower shape (hosonomi) for stonewalls (kenchiishi).76 In the hands of these
masons, granite and basalt transformed into different types of building stones.

Many stonemasons were Chinese. According to Toheda Fumikichi 藤平田文吉
(n.d.), a Mantetsu researcher, Japanese quarries hired Chinese masons because they
could pay these skilled workers a lower salary. Tada Workshop (Tada k ̄omusho), a
granite quarry in the neighbourhood of Dalian, hired over 200 Chinese masons who
had migrated from North China and settled in Manchuria in the previous decades.
To secure this workforce, Tada offered them higher pay, but even this increased
remuneration was around two-thirds the average salary of Japanese masons.77

Toheda’s report also showed how Mantetsu absorbed the vernacular skills of these
skilled workers, turning them into knowledge for circulating among its engineers
and Japanese engineers in the empire at large. In drafting his report, Toheda inter-
viewed Chinese stonemasons working in quarries across Manchuria, diligently noting

73Ch ̄ugoku ni okeru r ̄od ̄o s ̄ogi kankei zakken, ManM ̄o no be, pp. 110–11.
74Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha chishitsu ch ̄osajo and Toheda, Minami Mansh ̄u sekizai ch ̄osa

h ̄okoku, Vol. 49, p. 4; Chin nī wā gunseisho oyobi heisen kanribu, Rochi jidai ni okeru rarunī setsuryaku, p. 25.
75Quarries in Manchuria previously under the management of Russians were first taken over by the

Japanese Army during the Russo-Japanese War. The Army argued that these quarries were enemy prop-
erties. For instance, it quickly declared ownership of a limestone quarry near Dalian. (Fukushū gunseisho
Gogoshi, Sakushiy ̄o oyobi sekkai kama kanri sh ̄otei, p. 128.) Sometimes, the ownership of mines became a
highly contentious issue. In the case of Fushun Coal Mine, Qing officials argued that they owned the mine,
yet the Japanese army declared it Russian property and claimed it as their own. Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o
kabushiki gaisha shomubu shomuka, Bujun tank ̄o fuzokuchi ni tsuite. For other quarries, Japanese building
companies could rent mountains from their owners for excavation. (Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki
gaisha chishitsu ch ̄osajo and Toheda, Minami Mansh ̄u sekizai ch ̄osa h ̄okoku, p. 13.)

76Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha chishitsu ch ̄osajo and Toheda, Minami Mansh ̄u sekizai ch ̄osa
h ̄okoku, Vol. 49, pp. 12–13.

77Ibid., pp. 13, 19.
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details on types of stone, the qualities of each type, and how they processed stones
with diverse material characteristics. Yet, in his final report, Toheda gave no credit to
the workers he interviewed, and he presented his findings as a record of knowledge
shared by both Chinese and Japanese skilled workers and engineers.78 By translating
the practices of cutting granite and basalt into flagstones into Mantetsu’s intellec-
tual property, Toheda buried the labour of skilled stonemasons in his dryly written
engineers’ reports. Tracing the origin of flagstones and the manifold efforts needed
to turn stone into paving materials shows how imperial engineers exploited the phys-
ical strength of local workers, and further proves that they appropriated and erased
the latter’s skills and contributions. By presenting infrastructure projects as the ulti-
mate product of Japanese technical expertise and vision, these engineers reinforced a
dichotomy between a technologically savvy empire and a backward colony waiting to
be civilized.

Roads for economic and political control

Paving roads further extended Japanese influence over the physical boundaries of
the railway zone. Constructing flagstone-paved roads there changed how Mantetsu
interacted with horse cart drivers as the primary users of such roads, as well as with
Chinese administrations in neighbouring regions. Over the years, Chinese merchants
gradually became reliant on railroads to export agricultural products and import com-
modities. Flagstone roads in the zone grew into major channels of traffic, connecting
merchants to railroad stations and Manchuria to external markets.79 Having ascer-
tained the importance of flagstone roads to Chinese merchants, Mantetsu officials
strove for greater power over this constituency. Political control in Manchuria had
been territory-based, permitting Mantetsu to administer only residents within its
zone. In the 1920s, however, the company challenged this system of administration
by seeking administrative rights over the political and economic activities of Chinese
merchants residing outside its territory.

In 1926, the most contentious debate over the control of traffic took place in
Fengtian (JP: H ̄oten) (Figure 6). Fengtian comprised three separate regions, each with
their own administrative system. Its railway zone, under Mantetsu’s control, bordered
the treaty port zone (shangbuqu). In 1906, the Qing government designated an area of
667 hectares as a treaty port that allowed foreign citizens to settle and conduct busi-
ness.80 On the east side of the treaty port zone lay the Chinese inner city (chengnei),
which in 1916 became the political base of Zhang Zuolin, the regional warlord.81 These
divisions of territorial space reflected the complicated politics of governing Fengtian,

78Ibid.
79Seki Tokiz ̄o pointed out that it took Mantetsu three years to divert traffic from the port on the Liao

River to the railway station in Tieling: Seki, ZaiMan 40 nen. Shibata pointed out that in 1907 Mantetsu
still could not compete with river ports for transportation in the winter. Yet, in the 1920s, Mantetsu’s
railways were already major routes for Chinese merchants to import and export goods. Ch ̄oshun ryojikan

h ̄okokusho, p. 13. In Kaiyuan, the Mantetsu local office recorded traffic of more than 3,000 horse carts per
day in railway zones. In Changchun’s peak season, there were more than 8,000 horse carts per day (TERB,
ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, pp. 247, 287).

80Liaoningsheng danganju, Fengwu Liaoning, Vol. 3, p. 33.
81McCormack, Chang Tso-Lin in Northeast China.
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Figure 6. Map of Fengtian (1925). From left to right: railway zone, treaty port area, and Chinese inner city.
Source: Hanai Matsunosuke, Saishin H ̄oten shigaizu. Hōten: Ōsakayagō shoten, 1925.

where Mantetsu oversaw the civil administration of the railway zone and Zhang’s
government administered the areas beyond. Chinese merchants in Fengtian were also
divided into two groups, one registered with Mantetsu and the other with the Zhang
regime.82 Foreign merchants in the treaty port zone registered with a separate Chinese
authority—the Bureau of Treaty Ports (Shangbuju).83 In 1928, 1,555 horse carts were
registered with the inner city, 2,238 with the treaty port, and a mere 35 with the railway
zone.84

These separate administrations exerted control over horse carts through regis-
tration systems. Horse cart drivers paid tax to the institution with which they were
registered to receive its official protection. The registration allowed the government
to regulate their routes of travel. Since most horse carts in Fengtian were registered
with the Zhang government, Zhang enjoyed a greater flow of tax income in compari-
son to Mantetsu, which oversaw only a fraction of registered carts. In 1927, Mantetsu
estimated that about one-third of the horse carts not registered with them—about
1,000—travelled daily in the Fengtian railway zone.85 Regardless of the institution with
which horse cart drivers were registered, their vehicles were permitted to travel freely
across all three administrative areas.

82Ōno, ‘Mantetsu fuzokuchi kash ̄o sh ̄omukai no kenkyū’.
83Shenyang shi renmin zhengfu difangzhi bianzuan bangongshi, Shenyang shizhi.
84TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, p. 195.
85Ibid., p. 196.
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The low number of carts registered with Mantetsu meant that the company
received little tax income from horse cart traffic. Yet the railway zone bore a high
volume of this traffic as the main area for horse carts to travel to and from railway sta-
tions, which accelerated the damage to its roads and the maintenance costs thereof. In
1926, in order to increase Mantetsu’s revenue for road maintenance, Hirano Masamoto
平野正朝 (n.d.), chair of the company’s Fengtian office, proposed charging a scaled toll
for all vehicles travelling through the railway zone. Hirano suggested that this charge
be based on potential damage to the road inflicted by different vehicles: a rickshaw,
which caused relatively low damage, would pay 70 sen, while a far more destructive
horse cart would command one yen.86 The imposition of scaled tolls would thus not
only help Mantetsu pay for the maintenance of roads in the zone but also increase its
control over local traffic.

Unsurprisingly, this proposal encountered severe resistance from both vehicle
owners and Chinese authorities. The former, especially horse cart drivers, protested
against the double burden of paying taxes for registration and using roads.87

Meanwhile, the Zhang government feared that the new tax would lead more drivers to
register with Mantetsu to avoid dual taxation, or refuse to pay registration fees at all,
either of which would reduce the regime’s income and authority. Mantetsu stayed its
course by adding economic pressure. For three days, from 6 May to 9 May 1926, it pro-
hibited horse carts not registered with the company from entering its railway zone in
Fengtian. The Zhang government adopted the same strategy and banned all Mantetsu-
registered horse carts from entering the area it administered. This tussle hurt both
parties, since the cessation of traffic between the railway zone and Chinese areas cut
merchants off from business and starved residents of food supplies. Eventually the
warring sides reached a compromise: Mantetsu dropped the proposal of a scaled toll,
and the Zhang government agreed to pay Mantetsu 5,000 yen annually for maintaining
roads in its Fengtian zone.88

Although Mantetsu did not fully succeed in controlling traffic flow through tolls,
it nonetheless gained financially from this standoff against the Zhang regime. With
the completion of flagstone roads and other facilities such as grain warehouses in
the railway zone, the company made its physical infrastructure essential for Chinese
merchants. As in Fengtian, Japanese officials in other railway zones also used road
maintenance as a reason to propose imposing tolls on Chinese vehicles.89 Local depen-
dence on roads in the railway zone thus allowed Mantetsu to compete with Chinese
authorities for political and economic control beyond the zone’s territorial boundary.

Paving for connectivity

Mantetsu’s construction of hybrid flagstone roads for the exclusive use of horse
carts also influenced how Chinese administrators in bordering regions carried out or
conceptualized road paving. Some reached out directly to Mantetsu, seeking assistance

86Minami Mansh ̄u tetsud ̄o fuzokuchi gy ̄oseiken nami shih ̄oken ni kansuru zakken, Vol. 1, p. 567.
87TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, p. 193.
88Shengjing shibao she, ‘Zhong ri fa sheng che shui an’; Shengjing shibao she, ‘Che juan an you wei jie

jue’; Shengjing shibao she, ‘Che juan an zuo jin qing kuang’.
89Ōta, Zai Eik ̄o honp ̄ojin eigy ̄o y ̄o shary ̄o ni taisuru mondai ni tsuki, p. 502.
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Figure 7. Flagstone paving and its extension to Chinese streets. Source: Based on the map of Yingkou in Minami
Mansh ̄u tetsudō kabushiki gaisha shomubu chōsaka, Eik ̄o no gensei. Dairen: Minami Mansh ̄u tetsudō kabushiki gaisha,
1925.

to extend its flagstone-paved horse cart roads through inner cities to facilitate trans-
portation and reduce maintenance costs on the Chinese side. In the Yingkou railway
zone, Mantetsu paved the road that connected its railway station to the thorough-
fare with flagstones in 1925, covering a total area of about 2,000 square metres. This
installation of a horse cart exclusive road in the zone led more drivers from Yingkou to
travel on a certain path in the Chinese region on its borders, causing severe damage to
these roads. To stop the deterioration of its own roads, the Yingkou government thus
imitated Mantetsu’s paving methods, even negotiating with the company to connect
the paved horse cart road in its inner city with the one Mantetsu had installed two
years ago. Mantetsu agreed to extend the current flagstone road southwards towards
the border of the railway zone, from where the local administration took over and
constructed a connective paved road through the Chinese part of the city in 1927
(Figure 7).90 The building of this connected road system further decreased the spa-
tial distance between Yingkou’s Chinese and Japanese regions, and provides a clear
example of how Chinese inner cities grew to rely on Mantetsu’s railway system and
infrastructure network.

Indeed, it is likely that Mantetsu’s flagstone paving broadly influenced how Chinese
officials in northeastern territories considered the relationship between roads and
transportation, as well as the choice of materials for paving. Roads in Chinese-
administered areas increasingly resembled the appearance and structure of roads
in the railway zone. Officials drafting road plans in Chinese areas not only delin-
eated exclusive-use roads to limit horse cart travel in urban spaces, they also adopted
flagstone paving to reduce the damage these vehicles caused. All this strongly
suggests that Mantetsu’s infrastructure building influenced what materials Chinese
governments chose for paving and how they regulated horse carts in the areas they
administered.

90TERB, ManM ̄o ni okeru nibasha, p. 182.
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While macadam paving had been representative of modern urban structures in
China from the late Qing era, the horse cart exclusive roads and flagstone paving
introduced by Mantetsu were uncommon in most areas of the country. In many main-
land Chinese cities with paved roads, such as Beijing, flagstone paving was rare and
horse carts were mostly allowed to travel freely on macadam.91 Yet Chinese offi-
cials in the northeast used both macadam and flagstones as paving styles. A notable
instance of this occurred in Fengtian, where Zhang Zuolin’s government embarked
on a programme of urban renovation from 1923. Zhang’s officials purchased a six-ton
stone roller from an American seller for macadam paving, which they termed shizilu
石子路.92 However, when paving roads to withstand heavy traffic, they adopted the
Mantetsu-designed flagstone paving, which they called as shikuai lu石块路 or shikuai
qizhu lu石块砌筑路.93 Furthermore, Andong banned narrow-wheel big horse carts in
1919,94 and Fengtian followed suit in 1925.95 The adoption of Mantetsu-style flagstone
paving and the regulation of horse carts build a persuasive case that Mantetsu’s prac-
tices changed Chinese officials’ conception of modern roads and even made flagstone
paving the norm in northeastern Chinese cities.

The case study of Jilin, a city that served as the military and political centre of
Jilin province, further reveals that Mantetsu’s construction of flagstone roads and
imposition of horse cart restrictions not only influenced towns adjacent to its rail-
way zone but also areas further away.96 Unlike Fengtian’s Chinese-administered area,
which shared a border with the railway zone, Jilin was not on Mantetsu’s primary
trunk line. Yet despite Jilin’s geographical and political distance from the railway zone,
its officials nevertheless reformed it in the zone’s image. From 1929 to 1931, the Jilin
provincial government established a Preparatory Municipal Bureau (shizheng choubei
ting 市政筹备厅) to modernize the city. Officials in this Bureau adopted stone as a
major paving material and purchased polished stones, most likely granite, to construct
several streets.97 They further limited big carts to the winter and urged two-wheel
mixed carts to use wider wheels or a four-wheel setup.98 And where Mantetsu failed to
charge a scaled toll for various vehicles in Fengtian, Chinese officials in Jilin succeeded
in adopting a similar toll-based tax system for traffic inside the city. According to this
new system, narrow-wheel mixed carts had to pay three dayang per month, which
dropped to 2.2 and 0.4 dayang respectively for wide-range mixed carts and rickshaws.99

91Stapleton, Civilizing Chengdu Chinese Urban Reform, 1895–1937; Carroll, Between Heaven and Modernity;
Strand, Rickshaw Beijing.

92Zhang’s regime purchased gravel from Benxi, another town along Mantetsu. Shengjing shibao she,
‘Zhaoyun shizha’; Jin and Wang, Fengtian shengcheng shangbu ju diyici baogao shu (shang bian), p. 126; Sun,
Jindai shenyang chengshi fazhan yanjiu, p. 201.

93Fengtian sheng cheng shang bu ju bao gao shu, pp. 75–85.
94Shengjing shibao she, ‘Xialunche xianjin shangjie’.
95Shengjing shibao she, ‘Xianzhi zailun’.
96Tian and Pan, Jilin jianzhi yange gaishu, pp. 63–114.
97Jilinsheng, Jilin shizheng shengcaizhengting wei xiulu shiliao mianyu juanshui chengwen ji shengzhengfu

xunling.
98Jilinsheng, Jilin shizheng gongsuo cheng yixiu gejie mugou shiyou sunhuai kenqing qudi zhongzhai cheliang ji

shengzhang gongshu de zhiling.
99Jilinsheng, Jilin shengzhengfu wei Jilin shizheng choubeichu qudi jianzhu zanxing guize ji zhengshou chejuan

zhangcheng de xunling.
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At the same time, it is important to note that Chinese cities did not fully mir-
ror Mantetsu’s model. Besides adopting its strategies in urban construction, Chinese
officials also drew on practices from other regions, both domestically and internation-
ally. In Fengtian, besides macadam and flagstones, the Zhang regime also paved with
asphalt, a material that Japanese engineers in Manchuria did not test until much later
during the Manchukuo era.100 Jilin officials used concrete as a major paving material
but did not top it with gravel, flagstones, or coal tar.101 Northeastern Chinese cities
in the 1920s clearly showed the influence of other paving methods unrelated to those
used by Mantetsu in the railway zone. Nonetheless, their adoption of various types of
flagstones and the installation of horse cart regulations demonstrated Mantetsu’s sig-
nificant influence on Chinese urban construction. Once built, flagstone roads in the
railway zone fixed the routes that horse carts took within the zone and beyond. They
further engendered a new spatial constitution and social relations in northeast China
at large between Chinese and Japanese officials, as well as between horse cart drivers
and local authorities. Flagstone paving in the railway zone thus transformed the phys-
ical landscape of Manchuria and defined the ontology of modern roads in northeast
China.

Concrete highways: Transforming local practice (1932–1945)

Compared to the Mantetsu era, road construction in the Manchukuo era stood out as a
way for the Kwantung Army to consolidate military control over Manchuria and pro-
mote Japanese business interests. Manchukuo technocrats drafted road plans with less
consideration for local practices and increased ambition to use infrastructure projects
to transform social and natural environments in Manchuria. During Manchukuo’s
early days, these technocrats still absorbed local knowledge when configuring efficient
plans to build military highways; gradually, however, they built roads that transformed
local practices while erasing their reliance on local knowledge as part of their technical
expertise.

This new regime saw drastic personnel changes among those responsible for road
building. During the Manchukuo era, Japanese civil engineers, such as Miyamoto
Takenosuke宮本武之輔 (1892–1947) and Naoki Rintar ̄o直木倫太郎 (1876–1943), who
had trained and worked primarily in Japan’s home islands, arrived in Manchuria. These
new arrivals took advantage of building in Manchukuo to promote their own social
status in the home islands.102 Compared to Mantetsu engineers, Manchukuo engi-
neers assumed key bureaucratic positions in central and local governments and ruled
Japan’s client state as technocrats.103 The educational and employment backgrounds of
these Manchukuo technocrats also differed from their Mantetsu counterparts, as they
were better educated—42.2 per cent had graduated from imperial universities—and
51 per cent of them had previously worked in the Japanese home islands. Moreover,
a mere 19 per cent of these men had worked in Manchuria before 1932. In contrast,

100Fengtian sheng cheng shang bu ju bao gao shu, p. 75.
101Jilinsheng, Jilin shizheng gongsuo cheng yixiu gejie mugou shiyou sunhuai kenqing qudi zhongzhai cheliang

ji shengzhang gongshu de zhiling, p. 52.
102Moore, Constructing East Asia, pp. 64–65.
103Mimura, Planning for Empire, Introduction.
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only 25 per cent of Mantetsu engineers had worked in the home islands before com-
ing to Manchuria, and about 23 per cent of them had trained in Mantetsu-sponsored
schools.104

These Japanese technocrats in Manchukuo worked closely with the Kwantung
Army. As Naoki Rintar ̄o argued, working with the army served the Japanese nation,
since Japan as a nation-state and an empire needed to prepare for total war and
build up a system of ‘high national defence’ (k ̄odo kokub ̄o kokka).105 In September 1932,
Nakamura Sadasuke (中村貞輔) (1885–?), an engineer hired by the Kwantung Army,
worked with former Mantetsu officials106 and Manchukuo technocrats to draft an
‘Outline of National Road Construction in Manchukuo’(Mansh ̄u kokka d ̄oro kensetsu ni
kansuru y ̄ok ̄o). This plan fully represented the military’s interests in building roads.
Fujine Hisayoshi藤根寿吉 (1876–?), one of its authors, frankly stated that ‘the most
important concern [for building roads] is the military use’.107 They planned to extend
roads to territories that the Kwantung Army deemed major military targets, especially
areas ‘pestered’ by Korean and Chinese guerrilla fighters.108 Roads became channels to
transport soldiers and military necessities.109 As they were also designed for immedi-
ate use, most were built with dirt and simple drainage systems. Moreover, to deprive
anti-Japanese military forces of hiding places, the plan dictated that all tall plants
along these roads, such as sorghum grass, had to be cut down. They also banned
all farming activities within a 100-metre radius along roads of the first and second
rank.110

Japanese engineers absorbed local practices in the process of constructing these
military roads. Rather than conducting surveys and drafting maps, they found it
more convenient to build roads along the ruts left by horse carts, while paving old

104This data is based on a full list compiled by the author, sourced from Manshūkoku kokumuin
s ̄omuch ̄o (1933), pp. 14–20, 29, 121, 175, 214, 232; Manshūkoku kokumuin s ̄omuch ̄o (1937), pp. 20–22, 47–50,
253–54, 406–21, 427–29, 508; Manshūkoku kokumuin s ̄omuch ̄o (1941), pp. 6, 14–28; also Manshūkoku
tsūshin sha (2000). Data on civil engineers is collected from Kokuto kensetsukyoku, daiichi gijutsusho, shinkyo

kokutokyoku, h ̄oten kokud ̄o kensetsusho, k ̄otsubu k ̄omuka, h ̄otensh ̄o k ̄osho kensetsuka, shinky ̄o tokubetsushi in
1933; from kokuto kensetsu kyoku,minseibu daiichi k ̄omusho, minseibu daini k ̄omusho, k ̄ots ̄ubu rosei shi, h ̄otensh ̄o
k ̄osho, ken in H ̄oten Province, Kitsurinsh ̄o dobokuch ̄o, kitsurin shi k ̄osho, shinky ̄o tokubetsushi k ̄osho in 1937; and
kenchikukyoku, zumon doboku k ̄oteisho, botank ̄o doboku k ̄oteisho, t ̄oan doboku k ̄oteisho, hararu doboku k ̄oteisho,
sh ̄obu doboku k ̄oteisho, eik ̄o doboku k ̄oteisho,kinsh ̄u doboku k ̄oteisho, dait ̄ok ̄o kensetsukyoku shinky ̄o tokubetsushi
k ̄osho k ̄omusho, rinji kokuto kensetsu kyoku,h ̄otensh ̄o k ̄osho, h ̄otenshi k ̄osho,bujunshi k ̄osho, eik ̄oshi k ̄osho,anzan-
shi k ̄osho, ry ̄oy ̄oshi k ̄osho, shiheigaik ̄osho,and ̄oshi k ̄osho in 1941. Biographical information of civil engineers
on this list is sourced from Haga, Nihon jinbutsu j ̄oh ̄o taikei, pp. 11–19, which provides full biographical
portraits of the 161 civil engineers working in the construction sector of the Manchukuo government.

105Naoki, ‘Manshū doboku gakkai no s ̄oritsu ni saishi’.
106Fujine Hisayoshi, Simiyoshi Heiji (住吉平治 (n.d.), Komibuchi Hajime (小味淵肇) (1898–?),

Shigesumi Fumio (重住文男) (1887–?), Kond ̄o Yasukichi (近藤安吉) (1887–?), Ima Sabur ̄o (今三郎)
(1899–?), and Koreyasu Masatoshi (是安正利) (1895–?) (‘Manshūkoku d ̄oro kensetsu kikan secchi’,
pp. 107–08; H ̄oten dainikai d ̄oro kaig gijiroku’, p. 171, ‘Keii’, p. 3, in Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki
gaisha keizai ch ̄osakai, Mansh ̄ukoku d ̄oro kensetsu oyobi d ̄oroh ̄o seitei h ̄osaku.)

107‘H ̄oten dainikai’, pp. 179–80.
108Keizai ch ̄osakai, ‘Anzu h ̄omen kaiak d ̄oro keikaku an’, p. 101; ‘Manshūkoku d ̄oro kensetsu kanki’,

p. 107; ‘Kokud ̄o kensetsu jisshi’, p. 151; from Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha keizai ch ̄osakai,
Mansh ̄ukoku d ̄oro kensetsu oyobi d ̄oroh ̄o seitei h ̄osaku.

109‘Kokud ̄o kensetsu jisshi’, p. 150.
110‘H ̄oten dainikai’, pp. 173–74; ‘Manshūkoku d ̄oro kensetsu ni kansuru y ̄ok ̄o an’, pp. 7–8.
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trails for civilian use. Doing so significantly reduced the time and cost of finding
appropriate routes across the whole of Manchuria, whose geography and landscape
remained unfamiliar to the officials of this new state. Furthermore, paving horse cart
trails allowed imperial engineers to separate the traffic of horse carts from that of
military automobiles with ease, as only the latter were allowed to use the new dirt
roads.111

In the early Manchukuo period, Japanese technocrats still gave weight to the fre-
quent traffic of horse carts in their urban plans. In 1933, led by Kond ̄o Yasukichi
近藤安吉 (1887–?), who oversaw road construction in Shinky ̄o, these technocrats
agreed on the importance of designating certain channels for horse cart use. Kond ̄o
considered that horse carts were well suited to Manchuria’s agricultural produc-
tion needs and its current road system, which mainly comprised unpaved dirt roads.
Therefore, he wrote, ‘when deciding on the structure of roads in the capital, we
must consider horse carts in their current forms [with big and narrow wheels]’. To
accommodate these vehicles, Kond ̄o and his colleagues continued to use flagstones in
building roads, though they replaced big stone blocks with smaller ones (koshikiishi
hos ̄o小鋪石舗装) to reduce costs.112

Building highways

As the Manchukuo government gradually solidified its political control, it embarked
on the further construction of highways for military expansion and industrial devel-
opment. Japanese technocrats tightened regulations over horse carts on these newly
paved roads and eventually sought to replace them with automobiles.113 The earliest
highway in Manchukuo, built from July 1933 to June 1935, connected Xinjing to Jilin
and shrank the travel time between these cities to a mere three hours, roughly the
same time if travelling on the railroad (Figure 8). Manchukuo engineers, particularly
Yoneda Masafumi 米田正文 (1904–?) and Haraguchi Tadajir ̄o 原口忠次郎 (1889–?),
experimented with different paving methods by dividing this highway into 17 sec-
tions, each paved in a different style and to varying thicknesses, including macadam
covered by coal tar, concrete, and simple macadam. As a national road of the first rank,
it is highly likely that the use of horse carts was prohibited on this road, which is
also borne out by the absence of flagstones in the paving materials used.114 Similarly,
when designing other highways in the later Manchukuo era, such as the Harbin-Dalian
Highway and the Andong-Dadong Port Highway, Manchukuo technocrats paved such
roads with concrete to facilitate automobile traffic and cordoned them off for the
exclusive use of these vehicles.115

111Nishizawa, ‘Manshūkoku’no kensetsu jij ̄o’, p. 400.
112Kond ̄o, ‘Honnendo no k ̄oji choku gaiky ̄o’.
113There was also a discussion about transforming the design of the wheels of horse carts, replacing

wooden wheels with iron ones to increase their speed and reduce the damage done by horse carts to
roads. It was unclear whether this plan was implemented. Minami Manshū tetsud ̄o kabushiki gaisha keizai
ch ̄osakai, Manm ̄o tetsu nirin nibasha kairy ̄o h ̄osaku.

114Yoneda, ‘Shinky ̄o Kitsurin kokud ̄o k ̄oji h ̄okoku’; Haraguchi, ‘Ky ̄o Kichi kokud ̄o ni tsuite’.
115Machida, ‘Ha Dai d ̄oro keikaku ni tsuite;’ Ōshima, ‘And ̄o-Dait ̄ok ̄o kan renraku k ̄osoku d ̄oro ichibu hos ̄o

k ̄oji gaiy ̄o’.
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Figure 8. Concrete paving in the Xinjing-Jilin Highway. Source: HaraguchiTadajirō,‘Kyō Kichi kokudō ni tsuite’.Mansh ̄u
gijutsu ky ̄okai 12, no. 79 (December 1935), pp. 655–65.

These newly built trans-urban highways constituted arteries of control. By ban-
ning horse carts from using them, Manchukuo technocrats forced Chinese subjects
to abandon their familiar transportation methods by shrinking the spaces that horse
cart drivers could access and forcing merchants to use new systems comprising
automobiles and railways. Before 1932, Mantetsu had tolerated horse carts as relics
of an earlier system that were needed to divert people and goods from water-
courses to railways. The concentration of political control in the Manchukuo gov-
ernment gave Japanese technocrats more freedom to further shape the landscape
of transportation and allowed them to gradually replace Chinese horse carts with
automobiles. Promoting automobiles in turn enabled Japanese officials to develop
imperial capitalist interests by setting up special Japanese-operated companies to
replace pre-existing Chinese ones, thereby turning the operation of automobiles into
an industry monopolized by Japanese agents.116 In short, highways became sites
where the agendas of Japanese capital overpowered local Chinese preferences and
concerns.

Erasing traces of local knowledge

Japanese technocrats not only marginalized Chinese business interests, they also
neglected to acknowledge their absorption of local knowledge and skills from vari-
ous contexts. Their discourses on technical expertise identified nature as the main
(if not the only) fount of their expertise. In a speech to Japanese civil engineers in
Manchuria, Hirayama Fukujir ̄o平山復二郎 (1888–1962), then chair of the Association

116Jilinshi chengshi keyun guanlichu and Jilinshi chengxiang jianshe weiyuanhui shizhi bangongshi,
Jilinshi chengshi keyunzhi (1906–1995), pp. 51–56.
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of Manchurian Civil Engineering (Mansh ̄u doboku gakkai), depicted civil engineers as
those who worked with nature and whose technical knowledge originated from natural
phenomena. Engineers, he asserted, stood separate from political influence or social
practices; they only worked with nature-tested facts:

Nature is really honest. As long as the possible reasons and preconditions are
provided, all phenomena and movements will unfailingly take place, either
simultaneously or sequentially. Yet, no matter how great an individual, it is
impossible for him to perceive the full scope of every connection that occurs
between all phenomena. Moreover, because we each have our limitations,
chances are that we will follow a thought against facts, or fail to consider certain
matters.

In summary, as civil engineers, our job is to actively work on nature in order to
produce artefacts. From the point of view mentioned above, rather than consid-
ering our own ideas in humble yet self-conceited fashion, I believe we must strive
to always test our ideas through practices and to clarify whether these ideas are
right or wrong. Then, if the results of our practices do show that our previous
ideas are wrong, we must have the courage to revise those ideas. Regardless, in
doing a job where nature is the other party, none of the following [ills], whether
power, or threat, or deception, could ever affect [our work]. Without doubt, any
lie would ultimately come to light.117

In his writing, Hirayama chose not to acknowledge the social aspects of engineers’
work, especially how they learned from local practices and absorbed vernacular skills.
Instead, he celebrated engineers as working with nature to transform and manage
society.118 Similarly, concrete highways left little space for horse carts; Manchukuo
technocrats also aspired to remove themselves from their social context and to por-
tray their knowledge as universal instead of place-specific. Hirayama’s identification of
engineers as those who worked with ‘honest’ nature emphasized his belief that tech-
nocrats differed from other politicians. He presented the former as a more rational
group better suited to rule society because their opinions and ideas were not swayed
by political or social bias but underwent testing and correction by nature. In omitting
to mention engineers’ relations with local knowledge, he helped to advocate the rule
of experts.119

From flagstone paving to concrete highways, the rising number of paved roads
in Manchuria documented the evolution of Japanese colonial institutions’ attitudes
towards local society. After 1932, Japanese engineers built roads to transform, rather
than to accommodate, the pre-existing transportation system that had been woven
together by horse carts. By hastening the transition from horse carts to automobiles,
they aimed to facilitate the traffic of military vehicles, promote Japanese business
interests, and increase Japan’s control over Manchukuo.

117Hirayama, ‘Gijutsu mondai ni okeru kangae kata ni tsuite’.
118For more discussions on engineers as social managers, see Moore, Constructing East Asia, p. 100.
119The rule of experts is also well discussed by Mitchell, Rule of Experts, Chapter 1.
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Conclusion

Paving materials embodied the influence of local knowledges and practices on
Japanese infrastructure projects. Users of roads in the railway zone, especially drivers
of horse carts, not only redefined the meaning of the roads they travelled on—more
importantly, they also shaped the contours and forms of these transportation routes.
Relying on horse carts to ferry soybeans from Manchuria’s hinterland to railway
stations, Mantetsu built roads with materials such as granite flagstones to reduce
maintenance costs and smooth the passage of carts. When building flagstone roads, the
company also directly or indirectly relied on the skills of stonemasons, mostly Chinese,
and the physical strength of manual labourers. Local knowledge held by skilled work-
ers and users was grafted onto the technical expertise of Mantetsu engineers to form a
hybridity that birthed Manchuria’s landscape of flagstone roads, so distinct from those
in Japan’s home islands or cities in other parts of China.

In the Manchukuo era, the switch from paving with flagstones to concrete shows
a significant shift in Japanese engineers’ relationship with local practices. Concrete
highways for automobiles that excluded horse carts testified to the ever-tightening
grip of Japanese technocrats and the Kwantung Army over Manchuria, as these roads
aimed to serve the needs of the military and Japanese capital. Moreover, Japanese tech-
nocrats intentionally neglected the importance of local knowledge in enabling their
work. Instead of seeing their expertise as the product of interacting and negotiating
with local environments, technocrats such as Hirayama Fukujirō depicted engineers
as representatives of nature whose knowledge stemmed from interactions with an
abstract physical environment that was rational, universal, and placeless. As a con-
sequence, Manchukuo technocrats left little space, both practical and discursive, for
recognizing the influence of local practices.

Infrastructure projects allowed Mantetsu engineers and Manchukuo technocrats
to shape Manchuria’s landscape. Building flagstone roads extended Mantetsu’s eco-
nomic influence over its neighbouring regions, since paved roads and railway stations
as their destinations became necessities for Chinese merchants and local residents.
The increasing traffic of horse carts in railway zones further enabled Mantetsu offi-
cials to extend their economic and political control over a larger community of
merchants beyond the company’s territorial boundaries. Furthermore, Mantetsu’s
flagstone paving is likely to have influenced Chinese administrations’ urban planning,
leading them to adopt and adapt flagstone roads as a standard of a city’s modernity.

Even today, one may easily detect the traces of Japan’s imperial influence in north-
east China by walking the streets of the former railway zone. Despite the region’s
accelerating urbanization since the 1980s, the contours of many streets installed
by Mantetsu and, later, Manchukuo remain the same. With a 1935 map of Shinky ̄o,
for instance, visitors would still be able to navigate contemporary Changchun. Even
though streets previously named by Japanese officials were renamed by Chinese
governments after 1945, with some parts repaved or paved over with asphalt to accom-
modate newer generations of automobiles, the shape of most roads rarely changed.
This demonstrates the lasting influence of infrastructure projects in creating social
and spatial relations. It is easy to see Chinese roads as the mere physical material-
ization of Japanese political intentions, but, as examined above, the history of road
paving in the first half of the twentieth century in fact illustrates that roads are better
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viewed as both spaces of hybrid knowledge and tools for imperial interference. While
the meanings they hold may not be set in stone, the various materials used to pave
streets in contemporary northeast China still document a complex historical process
of negotiation, accommodation, appropriation, and erasure.
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